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Nomination of Marilie Pelletier to the position of interim  
advisor for Central Quebec 

 
Saint-Hyacinthe, 10 January 2020 - Holstein Québec is proud to introduce Marilie Pelletier as interim 
advisor for Central Quebec, taking over from Roxanne Montplaisir for the duration of her maternity 
leave. Marilie will begin work on 13 January 2021 and be integrated gradually into the activities of 
Holstein Québec during a transitional period with Roxanne Montplaisir, who will be away on maternity 
leave as of February 22.  
 

A graduate of the Institut de technologie agroalimentaire, La Pocatière 
campus, in animal production, Marilie is currently working towards a 
certificate in animal production at Université Laval. Motivated to 
develop her expertise in the field, she has worked on a number of dairy 
farms. A native of the Lower Saint-Lawrence region and now living in 
the Lotbinière area, Marilie shows a keen interest in working with 
Quebec Holstein breeders, taking part in the development of the 
breeding industry and contributing to the services of Holstein Québec.   
 
Combined with her technical know-how, Marilie’s readiness to address 
challenges and her ability to interact easily with producers make her a 
valuable and welcome addition to our team.  

 
In her advisory capacity, Marilie will be responsible for following up with the Holstein clubs in the Central 
Quebec region, visiting Holstein members, and providing support for Holstein Québec events. You can 
reach her as of now using the contact information provided below.  
 
We wish Marilie a warm welcome to Holstein Québec. As well, we take this opportunity to wish our 
colleague Roxanne a wonderful maternity leave and much happiness in her new role as a mother.  
 
Marilie Pelletier 
Advisor for Central Quebec  
Telephone: 450-778-9636, ext. 235 
pelletier@holsteinquebec.com 
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Information:   Valérie Tremblay, agr.  
 General Director, Holstein Québec    
 Telephone: 450 778-9636, ext. 231 | Fax: 450 778-9637  

tremblay@holsteinquebec.com | www.holsteinquebec.com 
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